Abstract
Introduction
Component-based software engineering identifies in the concept of component as a building block the elementary unit in software architecture modeling, assessment, development, and management [1] . This follows from three main principles of software engineering: separation of concerns, modularization, and reuse. According to such perspective, a software system is an aggregate of (software) modules or components.
Service-oriented architecture (SOA) is increasingly adopted as a paradigm for building highly dynamic, distributed service-oriented systems. The same as the paradigm of component-based software engineering, the basis of modern service-oriented architecture software system is the component-based paradigm. A service-oriented system is realized by composing individual web services and its components assume the form of Web services. But contrasting to a traditional software component, the components of SOA software are not only their development, quality assurance, and maintenance but also their execution and their management which can be under the control of third-parties. As a consequence, the capabilities and quality of service-oriented systems more and more will Software architecture reveals the components which may be used to compose whole software and the interaction behavior among components described by certain architecture relation which can roughly classified into three types, such as control, data, and use [4] .
The paradigm of component-based software engineering is at the basis of modern service-oriented architectures (SOAs), in which the components assume the form of Web services selected and aggregated into a composed process which can itself become a service and can be recursively used in other service's composition. Specially, Serviceoriented workflows in BPEL export and import information by using web service interfaces exclusively. As we see that IAAS (Infrastructure as a Service), PAAS (Platform as a Service) and SAAS (Software as a Service), everything in the system exposes itself and communicates with others in the form of service which is independent on the application platform and the programming language. For sake of convenient, in the rest of this paper, we let component service denote the services which are selected to build a service-oriented software and let composite service denote the service which be built by component services i.e. the service-oriented software.
Form the view of the transparency of service architecture, a service can be classified two categories, one is no transparency meaning without the service's internal structure and dependencies, and the other is total transparency meaning knowing the service' s internal structure and dependencies. Therefore, a no transparency service may be treated as a black box even if it is really a composite service.
Thus, the study of prediction of quality of service-oriented systems can be classified into the prediction methods of no-transparency service and that of transparency service; no matter it is a component service or a composite service. The prediction methods of transparency service are also called prediction method based on software architecture.
From the View of the Measure Manner of the Service Quality Attributes
To predict software quality, a quality model which consists of several quality attributes that are used as a checklist should be defined. The quality model is dependent of the type of software and forecasts can either use a fixed already defined quality model or define his own. There are several example of quality models in literature, such as the McCall's Quality Model, Boehm's Quality Model, FURPS/FURPS+ Model, Dromey's Quality Model, ISO 9000:2000 standards, ISO9126 Quality Model, and ISO/IEC 15504, IEEE' s several standards, Capability Maturity Models and Six Sigma etc.. Those models are focused around either processes or capability level or a set of attributes used to distinctively assess quality by making quality a quantifiable concept. Quality model actually reduce the notion of quality to a few relatively simple and quantifiable attributes [5] .
To predict software quality, forecasts also need software measurements. A same quality attribute in different quality models may be defined by different measure approaches. For example, in ISO 9126:1 there are three approaches to software quality; internal quality, i.e. quality of code, external quality i.e. quality of execution and quality in use i.e. to which extent the user needs are met in the user's working environment. Therefore, a same quality attribute will be measured in different way according to its definition. Except that a same quality attribute can be defined differently in different quality models, a quality attribute may be directly measurable or indirect measurable. For the purpose to predict software quality, the indirect measurements must be derived by using directly measurable attributes. For example, creditability is an indirect measurable quality attribute; however, its measurement can be derived by measuring those directly measurable attributes, such as CPU utilization, Memory usage, and Network interface traffic volume etc.
Thus, the study of prediction of service quality attributes can be classified into the prediction methods of direct measurable quality attribute and that of indirect measurable quality attribute from the view of the measure manner of the service quality attributes.
From the View of the Feature of the Pertinent Historical Data
Prediction can be broadly considered as an activity to quantitatively calculate or estimate some future events or future aspects of a particular object for a specific goal, usually as a result of rational study or analysis of pertinent historical data on variables of the service quality attributes.
The pertinent historical data may be classified into two categories; one is the time series on past data of the variable that is being predicted, the other is the time series on past data of the variable that is related with being predicted ones.
Thus, correspondingly, the prediction tasks are classified into two categories. The first type is that which can be solved by using the past trend of a particular variable of the service quality attribute to base the future forecast of that variable. As this category of prediction tasks can be solved simply by using time series on past data of the variable that is being forecasted, these tasks are called time series prediction tasks.
The second category of prediction tasks also uses historical data to solve. But in predicting future values of a variable, the predictor examines the cause-and-effect relationships of the variable with other relevant variables.
This category of prediction tasks is solved by using past time series on many relevant variables to produce the forecast for the variable of interest. Prediction tasks falling under this category are called causal prediction tasks, as the basis to solve such prediction tasks is the cause-and-effect relationship between the variable predicted and other time series selected to help in generating the prediction.
Ignore the knowledge of the architecture of a transparency service, a transparency service is a no-transparency service, then, the prediction task of transparency service can also be classified into time series prediction tasks and causal prediction tasks.
However, in the opposite case, with the information about transparency service including of the data about the quality of component services and the information about the architecture relations which are used to describe the interaction behavior among components from different aspects such as control, data, and use, it is funny to predict the quality of transparency service of a certain moment, many key models such as Litterwood model, Cheung model, Laprie model, Kubat model, Gokhale et al. model, Ledoux model etc., have been developed and can be used to predict the quality of certain quality attribute or certain set of quality attributes of a transparency service. About this class of prediction methods, literature [3] [6] give a detail survey; In this paper, we focus on the applying of three types of technologies introduced in section 3 on the different prediction tasks of a service; we don't classify the prediction tasks of a service according to its architecture.
From the View of the Problem Domain of Prediction Tasks
As introduced above, quality prediction provides important value reference to help the effective adaption of the system. Except for this, quality prediction can help to solve the problem like QoS-driven service selection or QoS-driven service recommendation, QoSdriven healing, QoS-driven optimization, or QoS-driven protection etc. those problems are general called QoS-*.
To predict the point quality of a component service helps to solve the problem in the area of QoS-driven service selection or QoS-driven service recommendation, and to predict the quality trend of a service no matter it is transparency or not helps to solve the problem in the area of QoS-driven service adaption, and to predict the quality trend of a composite service and to predict the point quality of a composite service and to analysis the influence that the quality of the component services do on that of the composite service help to solve the problem in the area of QoS-driven reconfiguration, optimization, protection, or healing etc..
But after all, all problems about QoS-* is correlated, thus, from the view of the problem domain, we do not classify the prediction tasks. Figure 1 is a classification-perspective tree about the prediction tasks of quality of service-oriented software systems. Each branching represents from one perspective to classify the prediction tasks, the first branching represents from the view of the transparency of service architecture, the second branching represents from the view of the measure manner of the service quality attributes, the third branching represents from the view of the feature of the pertinent historical data on variables of the service quality attributes, and all those prediction tasks are to solve the problems in the areas of QoS-*. To sum up, the problems of quality prediction for service-oriented software systems can be typically classified into the following categories.
 To predict the quality of a service attribute or a set of service attributes of a causal prediction task of a no-transparency service.  To predict the quality of a service attribute or a set of service attributes of a time series prediction task of a no-transparency service.  To predict the quality of a service attribute or a set of service attributes of a causal prediction task of a transparency service.  To predict the quality of a service attribute or a set of service attributes of a time series prediction task of a transparency service.
Overview the Prediction Techniques
There are numerous techniques that can be used to accomplish the goal of prediction. Those prediction techniques can be divided into two broad categories: qualitative and quantitative. In this paper, we limit our discussion to quantitative prediction techniques and manly discuss four types of prediction techniques, statistical forecast approaches, machine learning prediction approaches, aggregation functions prediction approaches and prediction methods leveraging of formal methods.
Statistical Forecast Approaches
In statistical discipline, the notion of forecasting is the same as that of prediction. Quantitative forecasting methods are used when historical data on variables of interest are available. According to the category of the historical data, quantitative forecasting methods are classified into two classes.
The first class methods are based on an analysis of historical data concerning the time series of the specific variable of interest and possibly other related time series. As this category of forecasting methods simply uses time series on past data of the variable that is being forecasted, these techniques are called time series methods.
The second category of quantitative forecasting techniques also uses historical data. But in forecasting future values of a variable, the forecaster examines the cause-and-effect relationships of the variable with other relevant variables. Thus, this class of forecasting technique uses historical data concerning past time series on many relevant variables to produce the forecast for the variable of interest.
Forecasting techniques falling under this category are called causal methods, as the basis of such forecasting is the cause-and-effect relationship between the variable forecasted and other time series selected to help in generating the forecasts.
Time Series Prediction Models
Time series prediction models [7] work on a series of past observations data: with being the observed data at time point . They predict the future value for time point , i.e., . Some typical examples for such prediction models include:
Causal Method of Forecasting
As mentioned earlier, causal methods use the cause-and-effect relationship between the variable whose future values are being forecasted and other related variables or factors. The widely known causal method is called regression analysis, a statistical technique used to develop a mathematical model showing how a set of variables are related. This mathematical relationship can be used to generate forecasts. In the terminology used in regression analysis contexts, the variable that is being forecasted is called the dependent or response variable. The variable or variables that help in forecasting the values of the dependent variable are called the independent or predictor variables.
Regression analysis that employs one dependent variable and one independent variable and approximates the relationship between these two variables by a straight line is called a simple linear regression. Regression analysis that uses two or more independent variables to forecast values of the dependent variable is called a multiple regression analysis. The forecasting technique using regression analysis for the simple linear regression case is briefly introduced. Regression analysis uses additional ways of analyzing the effectiveness of the estimated regression line in forecasting.
Machine Learning Prediction Approaches
Machine learning prediction approaches construct predict model based on machine learning techniques. There is a closed relationship between machine learning and statistics. In the literature [8] , Larry Wasserman believes that both statistics and machine learning are research work based on data, while statistical emphasis on the prediction about the low-dimension space, the machine learning emphasis on the high-dimension space.
This class of approaches leverages data mining and machine learning capacities to train prediction models using historic monitoring data. Proposed solutions include variants of statistical methods, such as regression, as well as support vector machine, Bayesian classifier, multi-layer artificial neural network etc.
Aggregation Functions Prediction Approaches
Using aggregate functions to make predictions about the quality of the component system is a kind of widely-used quality prediction method based on white-box technology and commonly used to forecast the quality of structural system. The specific steps are as follows: firstly, the aggregate functions for each kind of service quality attributes are given in the three kinds of control structures, such as sequential structure, selection structure and loop structure, and then the quality of the system is calculated according to the structural characteristics.
Prediction Methods Leveraging of Formal Methods
Formal methods [9] are mathematical techniques, which are supported by formal system models developed by formal language and are with the aid of automated or semiautomated tools, for developing software and hardware systems. Mathematical rigour enables users to analyse and verify these models at any part of the program life-cycle: requirements engineering, specification, architecture, design, implementation, testing, maintenance, and evolution. In this paper, we focus on the researches using the formal methods to solve the problems encountered when developing high quality software systems.
Formal verification [10] is a technique which using the formal method to check the correctness of a software system during all phases in its life-cycle i.e. using mathematical reasoning on the formal system models to guarantee their absence of errors. When system errors do exists, formal verification can also serve as an effective bug-hunting technique.
To check the consistency of the software system specifications with its requirements within one or all phases in its life-cycle is one of the problems that formal verification may solve. Let denotes the software system specifications and denotes the requirements on the specifications. To prove the consistency of the software system specifications with its requirements is to prove one of the below relations is to be satisfied [11] :
1) The equivalence of the software system specifications with its requirements: i.e.
2) The implication of the software system specifications with its requirements: i.e.
3) The semantic derivation of its requirements from the software system specifications: i.e.
The existing approaches to solve the above consistency checking problem can be classified into four categories [11] , namely, Theorem proving, Model checking, Equivalence checking, and language containment. Of these four types of methods, model checking has received much attention and been widely used due to many advantages, for example the process of its checking does not need manual intervention and its high automatization and the process of its checking gives the counter examples when the software system specifications cannot satisfy its requirements .
Concretely speaking, model checking [12] is a formal verification method, which has been applied with great success to check the correctness of hardware device drivers and both cryptographic and communication protocols. It provides a methodology for exploring all possible behaviors of a system and comparing them to a requirement specification that describes the expected or allowed behaviors of the system [13] .First, the correct behavior of these systems is formally specified and then a mathematical model that captures system is systematically constructed and analyzed in order to verify that the correctness properties are satisfied. In some cases, these are abstract models, designed by hand and based on expert knowledge of the system; in others, they can be extracted directly, from source code or a high-level design document. A key appeal of model checking is that, once the model and its correctness properties have been specified, the verification process itself is typically fully automated. Due to the exhaustive and formal nature of model checking, model checking applications have shown great promise for analyzing and debugging systems, especially in situations where traditional testing and analysis techniques have failed to provide conclusive results.
Probabilistic model checking [14] is a generalization of model checking for verifying quantitative properties of systems which exhibit stochastic behavior, for example due to failures or uncertainty about the environment. Like other forms of model checking, probabilistic model checking applies formal methods on a rigorous mathematical behavior model of a system to automatically prove certain precisely specified properties, e.g. "the probability of both sensors failing simultaneously is less than 0.0001 " and in this case the model is probabilistic, i.e. it captures the stochastic or uncertain aspects of a stochastic system. Therefore, probabilistic model checking can be used as a method to predict the quality of software. In this paper, we will emphasize on applying this method in predicting the quality of service-oriented software system.
State of the Art of the Quality Prediction Approaches for ServiceOriented System

The Applying of Statistical Prediction Methods
The statistical prediction methods, such as deduction from investigation, time series forecast, regression forecast and others, are widely applied in the area of prediction of quality of Web Services.
Collaborative filtering based approaches have been employed in service computing to predict the QoS of previously unknown services.
Shao et al. proposed a forecasting method to predict personalized service quality which is based on collaborative filtering. This method gives personalization service quality prediction to the services which are required by users and it is mainly based on the experience of similar consumers, and it is often used to recommend personalized services during services selection. And their paper focuses on the response time and availability.
To add the ability to predict the quality of service missing in UDDI, UX [16] and UDDIe [17] are proposed, which are UDDI systems with the ability to predict the service's future performance by average function or arithmetic mean of QoS data which is submitted by consumers to set the average QoS value to facilitates requests to discover service with good qualities.
Zheng [18] proposes a Web Service response time dynamic prediction approach where self-correlation analysis is used to identify the basic characteristics of the time series of response time data, and then, according to the feature pattern, the corresponding prediction model is constructed, thus the response time of the service invoked in the next period is dynamically predicted.
To help users select appropriate Web Service, Hua [19] proposes a Web Service QoS prediction method based on the models of ARMA(autoregressive and moving average) and ARIMA(autoregressive integrated moving average). According to the history collected data to determine the parameters of the models of ARMA and ARIMA and then using the models to predict the QoS of a service in the short future time.
Rodrigo N. Calheiros, Enayat Masoumi, Rajiv Ranjan, Rajkumar Buyya [20] adopt Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average(ARIMA) model to predict the workload of a cloud application.
Wang etc. in literature [21] proposes an approach for component level online time series reliability prediction based on probabilistic graphical models.
Andreas Metzger, Osama Sammodi, and Klaus Pohl [2] discuss an approach that aims to collect additional data points by using online testing method to overcome the limitations of time series prediction so as to improve prediction accuracy.
Hongbing Wang, Cheng Wan [22] adopt Stochastic Differential Equation to predict the quality failure of Service-oriented system of systems; they adopt Brownian motion to model the quality track, which does not need to estimate the distribution and similarity of other services and use direct incremental model to estimate the features of historical quality track, and use user's conditional preference to balance multi-attributes' influences on risk warning, and apply weighted conditional preference net to model and calculate the attributes' influences on quality failure prediction.
Chen Wang and Jean-Louis Pazat [23] adopt the Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT) as an efficient tool for rapid runtime estimation of global execution time of the workflow.
The Applying of Machine Learning Prediction Methods
The machine learning prediction methods, such as Support Vector Regression, Bayesian Approach and others, are widely applied in the area of prediction of quality of Web Services.
After investigating the relationship between TCP throughput and measurements of path properties including available bandwidth, queueing delays, and packet loss, Mirza et al. [24] uses Support Vector Regression which is a powerful machine learning technique that has shown good empirical performance in many domains for throughput prediction.
Different modeling pattern recognition and machine learning techniques are employed in software categorization and Nizar Bouguila, Jian Han Wang and A. Ben Hamza [25] introduce an unsupervised Bayesian algorithm based on finite Dirichlet mixtures, employed to software prediction by categorizing modules into fault-prone and non-faultprone.
C.Jin [26] proposes a GA-SA-SVR model where genetic algorithm(GA) and simulated annealing (SA) are integrated into a new optimize algorithm, called GA-SA, which is applied to support vector regression model (SVR) for predicting software reliability.
Mirza Silic etc.2012 in the literature [27] proposes a model for reliability prediction of atomic web services for recommendation which considers user-, service-and environment-specific parameters of the invocation context and aggregate the available previous invocation data using K-means clustering algorithm.
The Applying of Aggregation Functions Prediction Methods
As the control structure of the component system in the design stage is in line with the structured design thought, therefore, it is often used of the aggregation function for quality prediction in the design phase of the service system. In this paper [28] , they present a predictive QoS model which is better suited for production workflows [29] since they are more structured, predictable, and repetitive. Production workflows involve complex and highly-structured processes, whose execution requires a high number of transaction accessing different information systems. These characteristics allow the construction of adequate QoS models for workflow tasks.
The QoS model is the collection of the aggregation functions which are used to compute the quality of service for workflows automatically based on atomic task QoS attributes
The Applying of Formal Model Checking Prediction Methods
Just as the use of aggregate function to predict the quality of the service system is a kind of prediction method based on white-box technology, the forecasting method based on probabilistic model checking is also a prediction method based on white box technology; unlike the approach based on aggregate functions which can only predict the quality of the structural system, the prediction method based on probabilistic model checking can predict the quality of both the structured system and the unstructured system; for the service system in the running stage, influenced by system running environment and client operation tools (browsers), in the course of running, even if the service system that is in conformity with the design idea of structure control may appear the unstructured operation situation. Therefore, it is very suitable for the use of state machine to model the service system in the running phase.
Gallotti et al in [31] propose an approach named ATOP (from Activity diagrams TO Prism models) which derives a probabilistic model from an abstract description of service compositons (activity diagram) to feed the PRISM tool for the evaluation phase and this approach is a methodology conceived for evaluating system at design-time.
Gao et al in [32] the authors propose a two-phase method involving monitoring and prediction with the aim of monitoring at run-time the reliability of compositional web services which exhibit random behavior. This method takes advantage of the probabilistic model checking technique; it focuses mainly on reliability by providing a DTMC-based Markovian model.
In [33] the authors propose a general CTMC probabilistic model for performance indicators in which both state and transition are parameterized resulting in a model adaptable at run-time. They have realized and presented a validating prototype----built on top of the PRISM Model Checker.
Result of Survey
In this paper, the overviews of the methods of prediction the quality of the serviceoriented system is presented from three kinds of technologies. All of those approaches can be used to predict the quality of service-oriented systems. Essentially, those approaches can be classified into two categories; one is to adopt the black-box methodology, which treats a service-oriented software system as a monolithic whole, to model the quality attribute assessment model of the system. During the course of modeling the quality attribute of a service-oriented system, only its interactions with external environment is considered, without an attempt to model its internal structure. Usually, in such model, no information other than the data related of special quality attribute is used. The common feature of adopting black-box methodology to analysis the quality attribute of a service-oriented software system is to model the stochastic failure process, developing some parametric model of cumulative number of failures over a finite time interval. data obtained while the system is tested or collected from its log file when it is running are used to estimate model parameters or to calibrate the model, then exploit this model to analysis the quality attribute of the system.
The other class of approaches to assess the reliability of component based software is based on white-box technology which takes into account the information about the architecture of the software made out of components. The approaches based on white-box technology to assess the reliability of component-based software are also called architecture based approaches which model the reliability of the software combining its architecture with its failure behavior.
As can be seen from the above survey, prediction methods based on machine learning technique and statistical forecast methods based on causality are often used to predict the quality of services that cannot be measured directly. Exploiting the association or causal relationship between the service qualities attributes that can be measured directly and this service quality attribute, the attribute value of the service quality at some time can be predicted by using the machine learning method or statistical causal prediction method. Because this class of methods does not involve the relationship between the components of the service system, those methods belongs to the approaches based on black-box technique.
As well as prediction methods based on machine learning and statistical forecasting method based on causality, statistical forecasting method based on time series also belongs to the approaches based on black-box technology which are often used to predict the future service quality attribute values according to the attribute data of an the quality of service in historical time series and these service quality attributes can be directly measured, or can be obtained by machine learning method or causal association method.
The prediction methods based on statistics and learning machine belong to the category based on black-box technique. Although those approaches based on black-box methodology may be used to analysis and predict the reliability of a component service or a composite service respectively, obviously, they can't be used to analysis the influence that the reliability of the component services do on that of the composite service.
Different from the above two kinds of methods, the prediction method based on formal probabilistic model checking forecast service quality attributes involved in the service system of the relationship between the internal components, therefore, formal forecasting method of probabilistic model checking is a kind of prediction method based on the technology of white box. To use formal probabilistic model checking forecasting service quality attributes need to satisfy the following conditions, 1) service quality attributes need to be characterized by probability; 2) the overall quality of service is determined by the quality of components and the background of measurement of the quality attributes of component services conforms to the Markov property. Figure 2 shows the correspondent method for different prediction tasks. This survey report clarifies the relationship between the forecast methods and the prediction tasks, and lays a good foundation for the selection of suitable forecasting methods for the prediction task.
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Discussion
Although the use of formal probabilistic model checking to predict the quality of service quality attributes need to meet certain conditions, however, there is a large number of scenarios that are in line with this condition in the service system, Therefore, the use of formal probabilistic model checking to forecast the quality of service attributes has become an important method to predict the quality of service system. However, it is worth further exploration and research in the process of the prediction theory and technology combined with a formal method used to guide the quantitative forecast of service system quality based on probability model checking method, three aspects are listed as follows:
(1) The construction of service quality model Service quality model directly determines the significance of the results. Although the underlying theory of the approaches based on probability model checking technique of quantitatively prediction of the quality of the service system is the same, take the different influencing factors on the quality of the service system into consideration and construct different the service quality model and get different results.
Therefore, it is an important research topic for quantitative forecasting of the quality of service system based on probabilistic model checking to further investigate the factors that affect the quality of the service system and construct the service quality model which is in line with the intention of the predictor.
(2) The description of service quality requirements During the course of using the approach based on probability model checking to quantitatively forecast the quality of the service system, system service quality requirements to be tested need to be described in a probabilistic temporal logic. The temporal logic language proposed by Israel computer theorists Pnueli in 1977 is a formal language supported by rigorous mathematical proposition logic which skillfully combines the temporal operators with the first-order logic proposition and abandons the trivial processing of concrete time however it can describe the nature of the system behavior change over time. Probabilistic temporal logic is an extension of temporal logic. Although the probabilistic temporal logic formula is readable and easy to handle by machine, using probabilistic temporal logic language requires more professional knowledge. Therefore, put forward higher request to the workers who use this language. Thus how to describe the quantitative system service quality in order to achieve the balance the maneuverability between the operator and machine is a problem worthy of further research.
(3) The efficiency of probability model checking The reason why the model checking technique cannot be applied widely is due to the state explosion. Probabilistic model checking extends the technology of model checking, but it also faces the problem of state explosion. However, the probabilistic model checking has its own particularity, can use its particularity to solve the problem of the efficiency of the quantitative properties inspection probability model is a problem worthy of further research.
The solutions of these problems will further promote the application of formal probabilistic model checking techniques in the prediction of service system quality attributes.
